Abstract-In this paper, a frequency domain adaptive antenna array (FD-AAA) algorithm is proposed for the uplink detection in the broadband single-carrier multiple access system. By employing AAA in the frequency domain, the detector is able to suppress both the inter-chip interference (ICI) and the multiuser interference (MUI). Comparison between the proposed FD-AAA algorithm and the frequency domain receive diversity combining (FD-RDC) algorithm is made through simulation. It is shown that when there is no MUI, the bit error rate (BER) performances of the two algorithms are close to each other, i.e., the proposed algorithm can achieve the same frequency diversity gain and receive diversity gain as the FD-RDC algorithm does. However, with the existence of MUI, the proposed algorithm shows a great superiority over the FD-RDC algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the multi-path fading, the wireless channel is usually characterized by frequency selectivity [1] . As a result, it is necessary to suppress the inter-chip interference (ICI) at the receiver. The ICI can be suppressed by time domain equalization techniques such as coherent rake combing [2] . However, when the data rate increases, the number of resolvable paths increases as well and it becomes difficult for the rake receiver to separate all the paths and the performance will degrade greatly due to the residue ICI. In this case, the frequency domain ICI cancellation will yield better performance. The combination of frequency domain equalization (FDE) and multicarrier code division multiple access (MC-CDMA) [3] is a good solution for the downlink (from base station (BS) to user) transmission. Recently, the combination of FDE and single-carrier (SC) multiple access [4] is considered as a more suitable solution for the uplink (from user to BS) transmission for its low peak to average power ratio (PAPR). This paper studies the uplink detection for SC transmission by assuming multiple antennas at the BS.
When there are multiple users in the uplink transmission, multiuser interference (MUI) occurs. It is reported [5] that adaptive antenna array (AAA) can effectively reduce the interference in frequency nonselective fading channel when the number of interferers is less than or equal to ( ) 1 r N − where r N is the number of receive antennas. However, its application to frequency selective fading channel has been rarely studied. A joint FDE and AAA algorithm was proposed in [6] for frequency selective fading channel. It is assumed in [6] that for each user, its angle of arrival (AOA) for all frequencies is the same and AAA and FDE are performed separately. In other words, the same AAA weight will be used for all frequencies. Limited by this assumption, the algorithm in [6] can not be used when the AOAs of each user spread, which is usually the case in real systems.
In this paper, a frequency domain adaptive antenna array (FD-AAA) algorithm will be proposed for the uplink detection. In the proposed algorithm, the AAA will be carried out in frequency domain and the AAA weight will be derived for each frequency respectively. Note that the proposed algorithm does not have limitations on the AOA distribution of users. Therefore, it is generally applicable. Its performance will be testified by simulation and will be compared with the frequency domain receive diversity combining (FD-RDC) algorithm [7] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system model will be described in Section II. The FD-AAA algorithm will be proposed in Section III followed by a description of the FD-RDC algorithm in Section IV. The performances of the two algorithms are compared by simulation results in Section V. Finally, the paper will be concluded by Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The uplink transmission model is shown in Fig. 1 . The BS is equipped with r N antennas. There are U users and each user has one transmit antenna. A block fading channel between each user and the BS is assumed, i.e., the channel remains unchanged during the transmission period. In this paper, the symbol-spaced discrete time representation of the signal is used. Assuming L − path channel, the impulse response of the channel between user k and the th m antenna of the BS can be expressed as
where , , represents the expectation. It is assumed that the time delay is an integer multiple of the symbol duration T and l lT τ = . We assume that block signal transmission with cyclic prefix (CP) insertion is used. It is also assumed that the length of the CP is longer than the maximum path delay of the signal. In the following, the insertion and removal of the CP is omitted for the purpose of simplicity. 
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where ( ) The frequency domain representation of (2) is given by
where
representing transpose operation.
III. FD-AAA ALGORITHM
The transmission structure by using the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 The FD-AAA uplink transmission.
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AAA is performed on each frequency as
where ( )
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AAA weight that minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between ( ) R f and the transmitted signal ( ) 0 S k is given by [8] ( ) ( ) ( )
and
In (6) and (7) 
for data decision.
IV. FD-RDC ALGORITHM
The FD-RDC algorithm [7] has similar transmission structure as the FD-AAA algorithm. The difference is that the AAA weight control should be replaced by the RDC weight control to perform RDC instead of AAA. The after-RDC signal is expressed by
In the FD-RDC algorithm, the MUI is treated as noise so that the diversity combining technique can be used to calculate the RDC weight. The RDC weights by various diversity combining criterions can be calculated by [7] ( ) 
where I E represents the interference power; ZF, EGC, MRC and MMSE represents the corresponding diversity combing technique, respectively. It is shown in [7] that when 2 r N ≥ , the zero forcing (ZF) RDC and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) RDC have almost the same performance. Therefore, we use the ZF RDC in this study for simplicity.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed FD-AAA algorithm is compared with that of the FD-RDC algorithm by simulations. The parameters used in the simulation are listed in the following table. Firstly, no MUI is assumed. The performances of the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 3 . It is shown that when no MUI exists, the performance of the FD-AAA algorithm is almost the same as that of the FD-RDC. As the number r N of antennas increases, both algorithms benefit from the diversity gain and the BER performance improves. In this case, the FD-AAA algorithm can achieve the same receive diversity gain and the frequency diversity gain as the FD-RDC algorithm does. The performance of FD-RDC algorithm degrades because that the MUI is treated as noise and such MUI will not decrease as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) increases. Therefore, error floor occurs. The performance of FD-AAA algorithm degrades because of the residue MUI. However, the residue MUI becomes less significant when SNR increases. As a result, the degraded performance of FD-AAA algorithm is much better than the degraded performance of FD-RDC algorithm which suffers a significant error floor even if there is only one interferer.
It is reported in [5] that an AAA receiver can "tolerate" 1 r N − interferers in a frequency non-selective fading channel. Here, we consider the situation when r U N = to testify the FD-AAA algorithm's ability to tolerate interference in a frequency selective fading channel. The performances of the two algorithms are shown in Fig. 5 . It is shown that when r U N = , the FD-RDC algorithm suffers so deeply from the MUI that its performance is poor even with high SNR= 20dB. On the contrary, the proposed FD-AAA algorithm still achieves satisfactory performance. Due to the diversity gain, its performance improves r N increases. Therefore, the proposed FD-AAA algorithm can "tolerate" 1 r N − interferers in a frequency selective fading channel, as AAA does in a frequency non-selective fading channel.
Finally, simulation is carried out to testify the performance of FD-AAA versus the number U of users. r N is set to 4 and U varies from 2 to 5. The performance is shown in Fig. 6 . It is shown that given a fixed r N , the performance of FD-AAA algorithm becomes worse when U increases. This is due to the increase of residue MUI, as we have discussed already. It is also shown that an error floor occurs when U exceeds r N .
This obvious performance degradation is limited by the fact that AAA can and can only tolerate 1 r N − interferers. Therefore, the number of simultaneous users in the uplink transmission should be limited to r U N ≤ when the FD-AAA algorithm is applied. N r =4 Figure 6 The impact of U on the performance of FD-AAA.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a FD-AAA algorithm for the single carrier uplink transmission. This algorithm is effective in both ICI suppression and MUI suppression. Comparisons between the proposed FD-AAA algorithm and the FD-RDC algorithm have been made. It has been shown that when no MUI exists, the FD-AAA algorithm can achieve the same receive diversity order and frequency diversity order as FD-RDC algorithm does. When MUI exists, the performance of FD-RDC algorithm suffers an error floor while the FD-AAA algorithm can still benefit from the receive diversity and achieve good performance. It has also been shown that the FD-AAA algorithm can deal with up to 1 r N − interferers in a frequency selective fading channel.
